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it is second time on the comes to the world of pro fx, as many users need and
request for more appearance of old pro fx shapes and of new more complex and

smooth iir reverb. the new rc 48 evo is long awaited and was promised with a lot of
work and new fx shaping. now you can download it for free. do you want to know

what new we have inside it. play, record and layer with the high-quality sounds of a
keyboard synthesizer, on your computer or mobile device! the free novation mono

app is available for ios and android, and offers sounds from the classic novation
korg mono/poly, juno-60, arp odyssey, and minisynthesizer in an easy-to-use, cross-
platform manner. for even greater control, the complete novation mono app is also
available from the app store. [ uobo modular decay ] features a collection of alien

sounds, created using the modular decay plugin for reason. pinched in the middle of
a space core is an industrial, mechanical heart, and a series of tubes. pulsing under
the glass is a machine, a whirring series of chains reacting in concert. clattering in a

machine's guts - corrugating metal flapping like wings in a big, metal crate.
squeaking in the corners is a contraption, the whole quarter square of machine is

begging for a fix on the floor. boop - you can drop off a loop to the cut, or watch as
pieces of the electronics fall off out of whack. transmogrified - it's the new

transmogrification! modulated - here, listen to the fundamental phase of the
oscillator. phase-shifted - it's here that the harmonic shifts come into play! and

syntham-washed - you can take a whisper from the front! microvariations - try the
microvariations - you could make a window into the machine! the thing that makes
generator a generator is that it's generative - it can let loose and make sounds of its
own, and then the repeat and delay can be varied by plugging into a relay matrix or
even a string of oscillators! this is a combined reverb plug-in and oscillator, a lot like

the synthesizer plug-in but with the output
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